

1. The Haj Fund for India is approved by the Ministry of Minority Affairs, Government of India. The Haj Committee of India has a total of 14 Haj Welfare Societies across the country, with the majority of them being in Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan.

2. The Haj Fund for India supports Haj pilgrims from different communities in India. The funds are managed by the Haj Committee of India, which is responsible for the welfare of Haj pilgrims.

3. The Haj Fund for India offers various services to Haj pilgrims, including financial assistance, travel arrangements, and medical care.

4. The Haj Fund for India is committed to providing quality services to Haj pilgrims and ensuring their smooth journey to Mecca.

5. The Haj Fund for India is supported by various individuals, organizations, and government agencies in India.

6. The Haj Fund for India has a strong network of volunteers and staff who work tirelessly to ensure that Haj pilgrims receive the best possible care.

7. The Haj Fund for India is a registered non-profit organization and is recognized by the Indian government.

8. The Haj Fund for India is committed to transparency and accountability in its operations.

9. The Haj Fund for India is an integral part of the Haj pilgrimage experience for many Indian Muslims.

10. The Haj Fund for India is a testament to the spirit of unity and cooperation among different communities in India.

hajfundofindia@zakatindia.org • www.zakatindia.org/HajFund.html

-end-
5. Documents related to the institution of the university and the hospital

10. Document related to the work of the hospital has been couriered to the concerned authorities, and it has been delivered.

(2) ₹ 9,000/- payment of the same is hereby ordered, including the hospital and the institution of the university.

12. For the above work, an amount of ₹ 9,000/- is hereby ordered.

13. (a) For the same, an amount of ₹ 9,000/- is hereby ordered.
   (b) For the same, an amount of ₹ 9,000/- is hereby ordered.

14. IHFA is hereby ordered.
៣៤. ប្រតិបត្តិការពាររដ្ឋបាល៖ ក្នុងប្រតិបត្តិការពាររដ្ឋបាល ត្រូវបានប្រតិបត្តិការពាររដ្ឋបាលដ៏ល្អបំផុត តាមរយៈបច្ចុប្បន្ន